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Preskusne metode tovora na paleti - 1. del: Ugotavljanje trdnosti, povezovanja
paletnih žebljev in drugih povezovalcev ter trakov (ISO 12777-1:1994)
Methods of test for pallet joints - Part 1: Determination of bending resistance of pallet
nails, other dowel-type fasteners and staples (ISO 12777-1:1994)
Prüfungen von Verbindungen an Paletten - Teil 1: Bestimmung der Biegefestigkeit von
Palettennägeln, Klammern und anderen dübelartigen Verbindungselementen (ISO 12777
-1:1994)
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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide
federation of national Standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work
of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO
technical committees.
Esch member body interested in a subject for
which a technical committee has been established has the right to be
represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental
and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO
collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.
Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are
circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an International
Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting
a vote.
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Introduction
In 1988 ISOnC 51 requested lSO/TC 51/WG 2 to develop Standard test
methods for pallet joints. During the early meetings of WG 2 it became
evident that the lack of International Standards on nail testing meant that
fasteners (essential elements of pallet joints) could not be characterized
sufficiently to enable worthwhile progress on full-joint testing. Although
there were existing, or partially developed, nail testing principles, WG 2
considered that, in a practical Situation where for quality control purposes
or comparisons of nail quality reasonably accurate and rapid nail strength
data were required, one, or both, of the two existing commercial nail
testers was (were) better suited to the needs of pallet makers, pallet test
laboratories and nail manufacturers.
Preliminary work by WG 2 led the manufacturers

of both machines

to

make design modifications
to improve accuracy. In November 1990,
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were met by both
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the results of nail bending tests disappears once threads are rolled on to
nails. Nail bending resistance is critical to the Performance of a nail and,
for this reason, the bending resistance of finished nails is the recommended method for specifying pallet nails and staples.

Users should not automatically specify the highest grade of nail in a pallet
design, any more than they would automatically specify the strongest
available wood species. In general, it is only to improve the Performance
of a particular joint that is proving a weak link in a pallet design, or to build
in a longer life, etc., that nail upgrading would take place. There are also
many instances where a nail with a lower Performance would be the best
choice, such as in a pallet-mat subassembly constructed with clinched
nails.
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Part 1:
Determination of bending resistance of pallet nails, other
dowel-type fasteners and staples

1

3

Scope

This part of ISO 12777 describes test methods for the
determination of the bending resistance of pallet nails,
staples and other dowel-type fasteners.
lt includes tests for the
a)

Symbols
Applied forte, in newtons

F

Forte of reaction, in newtons
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seconds

Applied torque, in newton metres
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b) impact
bend
method).

resistance

(three-Point

loading

These test methods apply to all types of nails, including loose, collated or coil nails, up to 6 mm in diameter (round, Square, fluted, twisted, plain or threaded)
and may also be suitable for other fasteners such as
staples.

2

Definition

l

Nail or staple length, in millimetres,
under
bending stress (dimension B to C in figures 1
and 3)

L

Effective length, in millimetres,

a

Angular movement,

ß

Angle of deformation,

4

of load actuator

in degrees
in degrees

Static bend tests (primary methods)

For the purposes of this part of ISO 12777, the following definition applies.

4.1
2.1

bending

Three-Point

loading

method

resistance

(1) (Primar-y static method): The ultimate strength
determined in bending configuration using a three- or
four-Point loading method. lt is measured as torque in
newton metres.
(2) (supplementary
impact method): The impact
bend resistance under the application of a given load.
lt is measured in degrees as an angle of deformation.

4.1.1

Principle

A nail, staple or other dowel-type fastener is clamped
in such a way as to resist bending at two Points A and
B (sec figure 1). A forte is then applied to the unclamped Portion of the nail at a set Point C, using a
pivoted bending actuator to which torque is applied.
The maximum torque applied is recorded.

